The mechanical response of a solid continuum changes drastically as the deformation evolves from a diffuse state to a highly localized state. For this reason the subject of strain localization has received much research attention lately. This paper investigates the impact of strain localization in the form of strong discontinuity, or displacement jump, on the limit strengths of retaining walls supporting an elastoplastic backfill. The analysis focuses on the propagation of strong instability in active and passive loading using a recently developed strong discontinuity finite element model where the elements are enhanced to accommodate the presence of displacement jumps. Specifically, the analysis applies to dilative frictional material that is susceptible to shear banding. For the retaining wall problem, strong instability is shown to initiate at the ground surface and propagate downward at an angle that depends on the state of stress at the onset of localization.
Introduction
Material instability is generally regarded as a precursor to failure in geomaterials. It manifests itself in the form of a shear band, a narrow zone of intense shearing to which most softening phenomena are attributed ͑Rudnicki 1977; Aydin and Johnson 1978; Pietruszczak and Mróz 1981; Read and Hegemier 1984; Viggiani et al. 1994; Labuz et al. 1996͒ . Strain localization occurs in geomaterials under various stress conditions, from the simple case of uniaxial compression of cyclindrical soil and rock specimens, to behavior as complex as those encountered in the hydraulic fracturing of rocks. Thus, it is important to be able to predict when a shear band forms and how this zone of intense deformation is oriented within the material.
Much research effort has focused lately on developing mathematical and numerical models for capturing experimentally observed strain localization phenomena where the zone of intense shearing has a finite and measurable characteristic thickness. Such zone of localized deformation is termed ''weak discontinuity'' in the general literature. In many instances, the shear band may have an infinitesimal thickness in the sense that the specimen practically experiences a displacement jump, termed ''strong discontinuity'' by Simo et al. ͑1993͒ . Regardless of whether the shear band has a zero or a finite thickness, strain localization remains an intriguing problem that has attracted much research attention due to the difficulty in capturing the phenomenon with available conventional modeling techniques. This has led to the development of special models and less conventional numerical approaches, such as those based on nonlocal models ͑Bazant and PijaudierCabot 1988; Adachi et al. 1991͒, element Larsson et al. 1993; Simo et al. 1993; Armero and Garikipati 1995͒, among others. For dense frictional materials it is well known that the residual strength at large deformation is generally lower than the peak strength. This implies that some strain softening must occur following the peak strength. The softening response is usually accompanied by localized deformation ͑Perić et al. 1992; 1993͒. The goal of this article is to investigate and model this strain softening response as a problem of material instability. Specifically, we outline precise conditions for the onset of strong discontinuity and follow the evolution of the slip surface until the structure is brought to a final residual stress state.
Within the framework of the finite element ͑FE͒ method, an important consideration in modeling strain localization phenomena is that the solution must be objective with respect to mesh refinement and insensitive to element alignment. In addition, the theoretical localization model must be well formulated so that length-scale issues are properly resolved. Here, we adopt a strong discontinuity formulation and devise a FE approximation in which the elements are enhanced to allow an accurate resolution of highly localized deformation patterns. Recent results have shown that this approach can indeed provide mesh-independent FE solutions ͑Reguerio and Borja 1999; Borja and Reguerio 2001; Regueiro and Borja 2001͒. A classic manifestation of strain localization in geotechnical application occurs behind a retaining wall in the form of slip surfaces. For horizontal loose sandy backfill supported by a smooth vertical wall, Rankine's ͑1857͒ theory predicts that all points in the backfill will yield at the same time when either horizontally stretched ͑active loading͒ or horizontally compressed ͑passive loading͒. In this case, a slip plane at failure theoretically can pass through any point in the continuum. Rankine considered yielding and failure to be synonymous-the formation of slip surface is dictated by the satisfaction of a yield or failure criterion, and not by any material instability consideration. However, such an approach may not necessarily hold for the case of dense granular backfill.
In this article we reanalyze the retaining wall problem using the strong discontinuity formulation and treat the backfill as an elastoplastic, dilatant frictional material susceptible to localized deformation instability. More specifically, we assume a nonassociated Drucker-Prager model for the continuum and investigate the onset of strong discontinuity, or displacement jump, in active and passive loading. Due to a nonuniform stress field resulting from the presence of gravity loads, localization in the continuum takes place progressively, rather than simultaneously, starting from the most critically stressed points and propagating in the direction favoring material bifurcations ͑Rudnicki and Rice 1975; Runesson et al. 1991; Borja 2002a͒ . We show that the localization condition for the retaining wall problem is first satisfied at the ground surface, allowing displacement jumps to emerge. Then the displacement discontinuity, or slip line, propagates downward at an angle that depends on the state of stress-active or passive-at which the localization condition is first satisfied. This contrasts with the Rankine theory which states that failure at all points occurs simultaneously in a loose, homogeneous granular backfill.
Localization Theory
Consider an elastic-perfectly plastic continuum deforming homogeneously as shown in Fig. 1 . Assume that the constitutive response prior to localization is described by a yield function F and a plastic potential function Q, and let c i jkl e denote the component of the elastic tangential moduli tensor having the properties of major and minor symmetries, as well as positive definiteness. We identify two modes of shear band bifurcation instability: continuous bifurcation and discontinuous bifurcation. In continuous bifurcation the continuum is assumed to yield plastically on both sides of the band at the onset of the instability; in discontinuous bifurcation the continuum is assumed to yield plastically inside the band and unload elastically outside the band. These two modes of bifurcation have been identified by Rudnicki and Rice ͑1975͒ and Rice and Rudnicki ͑1980͒. In a recent paper, Borja ͑2002a͒ showed that the two modes in fact will occur at the same time for the case of perfect plasticity.
For an elastic-perfectly plastic model a necessary condition for the inception of a shear band along a potential slip surface S is the vanishing of the determinant of the elastic-perfectly plastic acoustic tensor A, with components A jk , and takes the form
where the n i 'sϭcomponents of the unit normal vector n to the band, see Fig. 2 
will approach zero from the positive side, assuming that the body is loaded from an initially elastic state ͑Runesson et al. 1991; . The value of n at which the determinant function D vanishes for the first time defines the orientation of the surface of discontinuity S, while the unit eigenvector m obtained from the eigenvalue problem ͑1͒ defines the instantaneous direction of the velocity jump vector at the onset of localization. In plane strain loading there are two possible orientations for S; however, an algorithm for choosing the correct orientation can always be devised provided that the displacement gradient tensor at the onset of localization is nonsymmetric. If the displacement gradient tensor is symmetric, then no unique n can be chosen for the orientation of the band. The onset of displacement jump damages a previously intact continuum and results in a bifurcated mechanical response, where the latter response is characterized by plastic deformation that is now concentrated to the surface of discontinuity as the remaining part of the structure unloads elastically. Within the framework of small strain theory, the orientation vector n and the unit velocity jump vector m characterize the geometry of the plastic movement in the post-localization regime. It is useful to define a symmetric slip tensor r, with component r i j , as
where the symbol ''sym'' denotes a symmetrization operator. The tensor r i j defines the plastic deformation on the band at post-postlocalization ͑Borja and Regueiro 2001; Borja 2001͒, and has the same meaning as the plastic slip tensor used by Rice ͑1980͒ in seismic dislocation theory. Yielding on the band is defined by a damage yield function G and a plastic potential function R. Here, the term ''damage'' refers to a break in a homogeneous pattern of deformation going into localized deformation. It must be noted that the functions G and R may be entirely different from the prelocalization functions F and Q; the latter functions pertain to the intact state whereas the former pertain to the bifurcated state. In this paper we assume that the prelocalization model represented by the functions F and Q is described by a nonassociated elastic-perfectly plastic DruckerPrager model ͓see Borja et al. ͑2000͒ for the specific forms of these functions͔. Setting the cohesion parameter equal to zero makes this model applicable to cohesionless granular materials.
Once an element satisfies the localization condition it could theoretically exhibit a bifurcated response, herein characterized by a damage function of the form
where t j ϭcomponent of unit vector t tangent to the band; c S ϭmobilized cohesion on the band; and S ϭmobilized friction angle on the band. Note that Eq. ͑5͒ is nothing else but the standard Mohr-Coulomb law where n i i j t j ϭresolved shear stress on the surface of discontinuity S, and Y ϭc S Ϫn i i j n j tan S ϭyield shear resistance on S ͑the continuum mechanics convention is used in this equation͒. Obviously, for consistency with the prelocalization continuum model, the conditions Fϭ0 and G ϭ0 must be satisfied simultaneously at the onset of localization. However, since the mobilized friction angle S at residual state must be less than that prior to localization, it follows that the mobilized cohesion c S right after localization must be greater than zero. Let us denote the value of the stress tensor at the onset of strong discontinuity by i j * ; the condition Gϭ0 at the onset of bifurcation gives
This defines the initial value of c S at the onset of localization. A purely frictional response at residual state implies that the mobilized cohesion c S on the band must decay to zero with increasing relative movement. This feature is captured by a cohesion softening law ͑Vermeer and de Borst 1984͒. The rate of cohesion softening is dictated by a plastic softening modulus H S . Here, we assume that the mobilized friction angle S is constant while the mobilized cohesion c S decays to zero. It must be noted that for rocks the value of the mobilized angle of friction S on the surface of discontinuity could also vary with slip speed and some other state variables ͑Ruina 1983; Dieterich and Linker 1992; Dieterich and Kilgore 1994; Sleep 1997͒ .
Numerical Simulations
We will restrict the simulations to the case of smooth retaining wall with a vertical backface and supporting an elastoplastic horizontal backfill. Three FE meshes of increasing degree of refinement are shown in Fig. 3 . The meshes consist of 100, 400, and 1600 constant strain triangle ͑CST͒ elements, which are unstructured in the sense that no attempt was made to align element sides to expected orientation of the shear band. Vertical faces are supported on horizontal rollers, and the bases are supported by vertical tractions that balance the weight of the backfill and the surface load acting on top of the backfill. This is a slight departure from a conventional procedure of fixing the base of the mesh, which will not work in the present problem since the accompanying kinematical constraints will restrict the development of the shear band.
We assume the following material parameters for the cohesionless backfill prior to localization: Young's modulus E ϭ26 000 kPa; Poisson's ratio ϭ0.3; and Drucker-Prager parameters ␤ϭ0.4 and bϭ0.2 ͓the notations are the same as those used by . Assuming that the circular cone approximation passes through the inner corners of the MohrCoulomb hexagon, then the parameters ␤ and b correspond to continuum friction and dilatancy angles ϭ23.1°and ϭ10.6°, respectively. Note that the friction angle corresponds to initial yielding and not to failure, and that the value of represents the dilatancy angle for the intact continuum. The material parameters described above have been chosen on purpose so as to bring all gravity-induced stresses to yield condition even prior to active or passive loading.
Once the localization criterion is detected, the localizing element on the way of the shear band is enhanced to accommodate the presence of displacement jumps. In this case, the bifurcated yield strength is described by the mobilized cohesion c S and mobilized friction angle S , where the former is assumed to soften to zero at residual state while the latter is assumed to have a constant value S ϭ22°throughout the bifurcated stage. The rate at which the mobilized cohesion softens to zero is dictated by the value of the softening modulus on the band, and for this example we assume H S ϭϪ40 kPa/m. In all simulations we have employed the standard Galerkin FE approximation with embedded discontinuity advocated by Borja ͑2000͒ to model the bifurcated response.
Slip-Line Tracing Algorithm
A slip-line tracing algorithm described in detail by Regueiro ͑1998͒ and Lai ͑2001͒ is used to track the propagation of strong discontinuity. In a nutshell, this algorithm classifies the elements as either ''intact,'' ''detected,'' or ''traced.'' Intact elements behave either elastically or plastically, and have yet to satisfy the localization condition. Intact elements are never enhanced. Detected elements behave plastically and have satisfied the localization condition, but have not yet been enhanced because the shear band has yet to cross them. It is possible for a detected element to remain unenhanced if it is not on the way of the shear band. Traced elements are detected elements that have been crossed by The slip-line tracing algorithm consists of three cases. The first case pertains to element which is first to localize. Here, slip line is traced through the element starting from a given element side location and at an orientation shown in Fig. 2 . The second case pertains to an element adjacent to a traced element and sharing a side intersected by the tip of the slip line. Here, the slip line is traced across the newly localizing element at a current orientation starting at the slip-line intersection of the adjacent traced element. The third case pertains to element that is not adjacent to a traced element. In this case, the element is not traced even if it satisfied the localization condition. Note that it is possible to have multiple slip lines; in that case, there is more than one start element, but the tracing algorithm is the same. In the examples that follow, we will restrict the analyses to the case with only one slip line.
Initial Condition
Initial condition is first established by applying a downward gravity load of ␥ϭ20 kN/m 3 , a downward surface load of q ϭ20 kPa ͑equivalent to 1 m surcharge͒, and an upward reactive load of 120 kPa to the meshes of Fig. 3 . The surface load above the mesh is applied to bring the uppermost stress points sufficiently far from the origin of the stress space, thus avoiding complications with vertex effects induced by the yield surface. With this loading all initial stress points were brought to yield condition even prior to active or passive loading. Theoretically, stresses should vary only with depth from the ground surface, but some horizontal variations were also noted due to bias with orientation of the standard CST elements. This bias is of secondary importance and has been ignored in the present analysis.
For plane strain loading the determinant condition Dϭ0 is equivalent to the localization condition
where s i j ϭdeviatoric component of Cauchy stress tensor; s 3 ϭout-of-plane normal component of s i j ; and ϭPoisson's ratio. Variations of F with depth for the three meshes are plotted in
Figs. 4 and 5, based on the stress values provided by the FE solutions. Note that, under the K 0 condition, F theoretically varies uniformly with depth ͑see plots labeled ⌬xϭ0 m in Figs. 4 and 5͒. Since F is nowhere near zero initially, it is not possible for any element to localize under K 0 loading ͑trivial result͒.
Onset of Strain Localization
For the active case the wall of Fig. 3 is moved horizontally to the left so that ⌬xϽ0. Fig. 4 plots contours of the localization function F as a function of wall movement. The figure clearly suggests a strong tendency for localization to initiate in the uppermost row of elements. Here, data points are denoted by open circles located at element centroids. The fact that F can be calculated at each element centroid implies that all stress points continue to yield plastically during active loading. Localization is first detected in the uppermost row of elements when the wall movement has reached a value ⌬xϭϪ20 mm for the 100-element mesh, and ⌬xϭϪ16 mm for the 400-and 1600-element meshes ͑see dark circles͒. This suggests that the 100-element mesh is too coarse to capture the spatial variation of the localization function; however, convergence is easily achieved by refining meshes. Further wall movement causes the value of F to reverse in sign.
Since the topmost elements localize simultaneously, no unique shear band position can be identified, implying that a potential shear band can initiate anywhere on the ground surface. For simulation purposes we prescribe a point on the ground surface from which the shear band initiates; this is equivalent to prescribing a weak element from which the slip line may be traced. For passive loading the wall of Fig. 3 is moved horizontally to the right so that ⌬xϾ0. Initially, this causes all elements behind the wall to unload elastically and come in contact with the opposite ͑compressional͒ side of the yield surface. At a wall movement of 24 mm, some elements within the upper soil layer have yielded plastically, allowing the localization function F to be calculated for those elements. At a wall movement of 60 mm for the 100-element mesh, and 48 mm for the 400-and 1600-element meshes, the topmost elements behind the retaining wall have yielded enough to satisfy the localization condition. Again, the 100-element mesh is too coarse to resolve the spatial variation of F, but convergence is easily achieved by refining meshes. Further wall movement causes the values of F to reverse in sign.
Note that for the same material parameters it takes a larger wall movement to initiate a displacement jump in passive loading than it does to localize in active loading. Furthermore, note from the trends implied by the spatial variations of the localization function that with further loading the slip line is likely to propagate downward as the elements located at greater depths satisfy the localization condition. 
Propagation of Strong Discontinuity: ForceDisplacement Responses
The soil response to active loading can be summarized with the aid of force-displacement curves shown in Fig. 6 . Here, the wall reaction begins with an initial value of K 0 (␥H 2 /2ϩqH) ϭ184 kN/m and initially decreases with wall displacement, as expected. Localization of uppermost elements are detected at point A, after which a slip line is traced from a prescribed point on the ground surface in such a way that the shear band freely intersects the bottom boundary of the mesh. As the shear band propagates, the cohesion parameter c S softens to zero on all traced elements. Slip-line tracing has been completed at point B when the shear band intersected the bottom boundary of the mesh. Note that the algorithm traces the shear band slightly sooner with the 100-element mesh, again because this mesh is too coarse for the problem at hand.
After the slip line has been completely traced, cohesion softening accelerates following point B, bringing the slip-line forces to the residual state. Theoretically, the residual state is characterized by a plateau in the load-displacement plots, but the active forces continue to increase as the elements surrounding the shear band begin to yield as a continuum. This is due to the generally curved shear band that formed, whose orientations vary from about 50°to 55°from the horizontal. A curved shear band inhibits a free kinematical movement of the active wedges and prevents the development of a true residual state.
To illustrate the effect of the nonconstancy of the shear band orientation, a slight variation to the slip-line tracing algorithm described above has been explored. Here, the individual slip-line orientations obtained previously have been averaged, and this averaged value ͑53°relative to the horizontal͒ was used to define uniform slip-line orientations for all traced elements. Essentially, this forces the surface of discontinuity to be a straight line. Fig. 7 shows the results of the modified simulations and indicates that the load-displacement responses now exhibit constant wall reactions at residual state. The shape of the force-displacement responses portrayed in Figs. 6 and 7 for the active case is consistent with a well-known trend exhibited by a retaining wall supporting an initially dense granular backfill ͑Design Manual 1971͒.
For passive loading the load-displacement responses are shown in Fig. 8 . Starting from the same initial wall reaction of 184 kN/m the passive forces first increase with wall movement. Then, the topmost elements localize at point A when the wall has moved by about 0.05 m toward the backfill ͑cf. Fig. 5͒ . A shear band then emerges and is traced starting from a prescribed point on the ground surface in such a way that the slip line freely intersects the bottom boundary of the mesh. In this example, the computed shear band orientations vary from about 36°to 41°, with an averaged value of 37°relative to the horizontal. An overall softening response follows until the shear band has been completely traced, and even beyond this point. Like the active case, a curved shear band did not allow the development of a true residual state; nevertheless, the wall reactions appear to have stabilized enough to a constant value.
A limit equilibrium-type of solution is useful for checking the final results provided by the FE localization model. Simple calculations based on the wedge method, and using the averaged slip-line orientations ͑53°from the horizontal for active, and 37°f or passive͒ to define the geometry of the wedges, are performed in Fig. 9 for both active and passive loading. Note that these averaged shear band orientations agree better with the expression 45°Ϯ( ϩ )/4 from the horizontal, as suggested by Arthur et al. ͑1977͒, than to either the expression 45°Ϯ /2, or 45°Ϯ /2. The total wall reactions calculated in Fig. 9 ͑158.6 kN/m for the active case and 773.1 kN/m for the passive case͒ agree well with the 
Conforming Octahedral Shear and Volumetric Strains
Conforming strains are calculated by interpolating the total nodal displacements provided by the FE solution using the standard strain-displacement operator matrix B. For CST elements not traced by a shear band, the conforming strains are piecewise constant and discontinuous across element boundaries. For elements traced by a shear band the conforming strains represent only part of the total strains, the ''enhanced strains'' representing the other part ͑Simo et al. 1993͒. Since the total strains are singular on the shear band where jumps in the displacement field take place, it follows that the enhanced part contains the singularities resulting from the displacement jumps. Contour plots of conforming strains are useful in assessing the effect of the shear band on the deformation patterns in neighboring elements, as well as in predicting what direction the shear band is heading. In this section we present contour plots of conforming octahedral shear and volumetric strains at different stages of shear band development for both active and passive loading.
For the active case contour plots of conforming octahedral shear and volumetric strains ͑in percent͒ are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Here, the specific shear band of interest emanates from the ground surface at a prescribed point located approximately at a distance of 3.9 m behind the wall. Theoretically, the shear band can have two possible orientations-either going toward, or away from the wall; however, the orientations of CST elements favored the development of a shear band that goes toward the wall. The strain contours shown in Figs. 10 and 11 show different stages of shear band development, at about 1/3, 2/3, and full development, or stages 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These plots have been constructed using solutions from the 1600-element mesh. Clearly, the contours shown in Figs. 10 and 11 are indicative of the effect of the displacement jumps on the overall deformation pattern in the mesh. For example, the stage 1 contours clearly suggest where the shear band is heading if the wall continues to move away from the soil.
For the passive case contour plots of conforming octahedral shear and volumetric strains ͑in percent͒ are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. These plots were also generated from the 1600-element mesh. Here, the specific shear band of interest emanates from a point located approximately at a distance of 6.9 m behind the wall, and propagating downward toward the wall. Observe from stages 1 and 2 propagation that the deeper elements are less deformed than the shallower ones, but as the band fully develops the deformation becomes more and more concentrated Deformed meshes at end of active loading: ͑a͒ 100 elements; ͑b͒ 400 elements; ͑c͒ 1600 elements ͑displacement magnificationϭ5; final horizontal displacementϭϪ0.10 m͒ Fig. 15 . Deformed meshes at end of passive loading: ͑a͒ 100 elements; ͑b͒ 400 elements; ͑c͒ 1600 elements ͑displacement magnificationϭ2; final horizontal displacementϭ0.27 m͒ to the surface of discontinuity. Plastic dilatancy on the band is noted throughout the simulations, in agreement with observed behavior of most rocks and dense sands ͑Brace et al. 1966; Cook 1970; Vardoulakis and Graf 1985͒ . Deformed meshes at the conclusion of the simulations are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 for the active and passive cases, respectively. The shear band orientations are nearly the same for each case, regardless of the mesh, and irrespective of the fact that the meshes are unstructured in the sense that the element sides are not necessarily aligned to the shear bands. Unlike the results reported in a similar paper ͑Borja et al. 2000͒ where mesh independence to machine precision was achieved with the FE solutions, it was not possible to achieve such a high level of accuracy in the present simulations due to the numerical errors associated with the slipline tracing procedure ͓the simulations presented by Borja et al. ͑2000͒ involved bifurcations from a homogeneous stress state and did not necessitate any special slip-line tracing technique since all the elements have localized at the same time͔. However, mesh dependence was not a critical issue in the present simulations particularly with the solutions from the 400-and 1600-element meshes.
Remarks on Numerical Model and Results
Conforming strains in the traced elements may appear very high, but, again, one must add the enhanced part to obtain the total strains. Once this is done, the values of the total strains in the traced elements become comparable in magnitude to those of the much less deformed neighboring elements, except on the surface of discontinuity itself where the total strain is singular. Since the total strains are small everywhere except on the surface of discontinuity, a small strain formulation is still acceptable even if the conforming strains appear very high. Furthermore, as the mesh becomes finer and finer the apparent thickness of the shear band in Figs. 10-15 reduces to zero. However, an extremely fine mesh is not required by the model because the FE formulation is capable of handling just as accurately the effect of displacement jumps even with a relatively coarse mesh.
As to the limitations of the analyses, we have assumed throughout that the horizontal and vertical axes coincide with the principal stress directions, so, in effect the specific problem addressed in this paper has no dimension. In fact, even the height of the retaining wall has been used only as an artificial parameter. Frictional effects at the base and other details of the boundary conditions such as wall rotation have been ignored. In general, boundary conditions do influence the initiation and propagation of shear bands and must be captured accurately in a true boundaryvalue problem. Work is underway dealing with shear strain localization behind a geosynthetic-reinforced soil wall investigating how boundary condition effects influence the initiation and propagation of shear bands.
Summary and Conclusions
A recently developed strain localization FE model has been used to investigate the propagation of strong discontinuity in elastoplastic solids subjected to active and passive loading. The analyses apply to dilative frictional materials susceptible to shear banding. Results of the analyses show that for a homogeneous elastoplastic backfill displacement jump first emerges on the ground surface, and then with continued wall movement strong discontinuity propagates downward at an angle that depends on the state of stress-active or passive-at the onset of localization.
This contrasts with the Rankine theory which states that failure at all points occurs simultaneously in a loose, homogeneous, granular backfill.
The simulations replicate a well-known result that active loading requires a smaller movement to develop a displacement jump as compared to passive loading. Separate parametric studies not presented in this article suggest that these conclusions are valid not only for the specific set of material data used in the present simulations, but also for a wider range of realistic material parameter values. Work is underway involving shear strain localization behind a geosynthetic-reinforced soil wall to investigate the robustness of the model for solving more realistic boundary-value problems.
